In the summer.
But you should try being here when the rst winter storms
blow in, when the letters C and H blow off the pier, as they
always do in November. When sea mist drifts up the streets like
vast ghostly tentacles, and saltwater spray rattles the windows
of the Grand Nautilus Hotel. Few people visit Eerie-on-Sea
then. Even the locals keep off the beach when darkness falls and
the wind howls around Maw Rocks and the wreck of the battleship Leviathan, where even now some swear they have seen the
unctuous malamander creep.

But you probably don’t believe in the malamander. You maybe
think there’s no way a sh man can be real. And that’s ne. Stick
to your ice cream and deck chairs. This story probably isn’t for
you, anyway. In fact, do yourself a favor and stop reading now.
Close this book and lock it in an old tin box. Wrap the box in a
heavy chain and throw it off the pier. Forget you ever heard of
Eerie-on-Sea. Go back to your normal life — grow up, get married, start a family. And when your children can walk, take them
for a day at the seaside, too. In the summer, of course. Stroll on
the beach and nd a funny shell of your own. Reach down and
pick it up. Only, it’s stuck to something . . .
Stuck to an old tin box.
The lock has been torn off and the chain is gone. Can the sea
do that? You open the box and nd —
It’s empty.
Nothing but barnacles and seaweed and something else.
Something like . . . slime?
You hear a sound behind you — a sound like footsteps, coming closer. Like slimy, ippery footsteps coming closer.
You turn around.
What do you see?
Really?
Well, maybe this story is for you, after all.
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would have been shut down as soon as he became manager, and
my little cubbyhole in the reception lobby would have been
boarded up for good. And if that had happened, I’d never have
met the girl.
The girl I found scrambling though my window.
The girl who said, “Hide me!”
“Hide me!”
I look her up and down. Well, mostly up, because she’s gotten herself stuck on the window latch, and the cellar windows
are near the ceiling. If she’s a burglar, she’s not a very good one.
“Please!”
I get her unstuck, although that means nearly being squashed
as she tumbles inside. It’s snowing, so a whole lot of winter
comes in through the window, too.
We get to our feet and now I’m face-to-face with her: a girl
in a ratty pullover with a woolly bobble hat over a mass of curly
hair. She looks as though she’s about to speak, but she stops at
the sound of raised voices up above. Raised voices that are getting closer. The girl opens her eyes wide with panic.
“In here!” I whisper, and pull her over to a large travel trunk
that’s been in the Lost-and-Foundery, unclaimed, for decades.
Before she can say anything, I shove her inside and close
the lid.
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The voices are right up at my cubbyhole now — the whining, wheedling sound of Mr. Mollusc trying to deal with
someone difcult. I grab a few lost bags, umbrellas, and other
odds and ends, dump them on top of the trunk, and hope they
look as if they’ve been there for years. Then the bell on my
counter, the one people ring when they want my attention,
starts TING, TING, TING-ing like crazy. I straighten my cap,
run up the cellar steps to my cubbyhole, and turn on my “How
may I help you?” face, as if nothing strange has just happened
at all.
Mr. Mollusc is the rst person I see, trying to smooth his
hair over his bald patch.
“I’m sure it’s a misunderstanding,” he splutters to someone.
“If you would just allow me to make inquiries . . .”
The someone he is talking to is unlike anyone I’ve ever seen
before. It’s a man in a long black sailor’s coat that’s sodden with
water. He looms over the desk like a crooked monolith, his face
a dismal crag, his eyes hidden beneath the peak of a ruined captain’s cap. With one stiff nger, he is jabbing the button of my
bell as if he’s stabbing it with a knife. He stops when I arrive and
leans in even farther, covering me in shadow.
“Where . . . ?” he says in a voice that sounds like two slabs of
wet granite being scraped together. “Girl. Where?”
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“Ahem,” I say, clearing my throat and putting on the posh
voice Mr. Mollusc expects me to use with guests. “To whom may
you be referring, sir?”
The man’s mouth, which is nothing more than a wide upsidedown V in his dripping bone-yellow beard, opens with a hiss. I
notice there is seaweed in that beard, and more is tangled around
his tarnished brass buttons. He smells as though something bad
is about to happen.
“WHERE?”
I gulp. Well, I can’t help it, can I? I’m just a lost-property
attendant. I’m not trained for this.
“My dear sir,” purrs the voice of Mr. Mollusc, “I’m sure we
can sort this out. What exactly have you lost?”
The man pulls himself back out of my cubbyhole and towers over Mr. Mollusc. He draws his right hand, which has been
hidden till now, out of his coat. Mr. Mollusc shrinks back when
he sees that where the man’s hand should be is a large iron boat
hook, ending in a long gleaming spike.
“Girl,” the man says.
Now, one thing I will say about old Mollusc is that he knows
which battles to ght. In this case, since there’s no way he can
beat this great hulking intruder, he decides to join him instead.
He turns on me.
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“Herbert Lemon! Do you have a girl down there?”
Now they’re both looming in at me.
I shake my head. My “How may I help you?” face dissolves,
so I try an innocent grin instead.
“No,” I manage to say in a squeaky voice. I hate it when my
voice does that. “No girls are hiding down here. None at all.”
And that’s when there’s a soft thud from down in the
basement behind me. It sounds exactly like someone who is
hiding in a travel trunk is trying to make themselves more
comfortable.
Oops.
The bearded sailor opens his mouth in a moan of triumph;
his dark eyes ash beneath his cap. He yanks open the door to my
cubbyhole and shoves me against the wall as he pushes past. He
squeezes down the steps to the cellar, lling the tunnel, his back
crooked as he stoops beneath the low ceiling.
I hurry after him. This isn’t me being brave, by the way. This
is just me not knowing what else to do.
The sailor is standing in the middle of the room, commanding the space. I see him look at the patch of melted snow beneath
the open cellar window. I see him turn his head to follow the wet
footprints that lead straight to the travel trunk. The bags and
umbrellas I dumped on it have fallen off. By now there might as
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well be a big ashing sign over that trunk that reads: YOO-HOO!
SHE’S IN HERE!

Mr. Mollusc, rushing down to join the party, sees all this,
too, and goes crimson with rage.
“Herbert Lemon! Why, I ought to . . .”
But what he “ought to” I don’t nd out, because of what
the sailor-with-a-spike-for-a-hand does next. He raises his spike
and brings it down with a sickening thud, driving it deep into
the lid of the chest. He wrenches it out and then swings again,
and again. The lid of the trunk splits and sunders, splinters of
wood raining down all around. The trunk itself begins to disintegrate. The man tears the rest of it open with the help of his
one good hand to reveal . . .
Nothing!
Well, not quite nothing. There’s a very surprised-looking
spider sitting among the wreckage. And a woolly bobble hat. I
watch the spider scurry away and wish I could join it. Now all
there is to look at is the hat. It is very denitely the brightly
colored hat the girl was wearing. But of the girl herself, there
is no sign.
With a slow, deliberate motion, Boat Hook Man skewers the
hat on the tip of his spike. He turns and holds it out to me,
his face like a thundercloud. Somehow, I nd the courage not to
squeak as I reach out and gently take the hat from him.
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“Just some lost property,” I say. “It was, um, handed in this
morning. I — I haven’t had a chance to label it yet, that’s all.”
There’s a moment of silence. Then Boat Hook Man roars — a
great, wordless bellow of fury. He starts ransacking my cellar,
sweeping his massive arms from side to side. I fall back to the
stairs as bags, coats, hats, lost-thingummy-doodads of every
kind — including some that must have lain undisturbed down
here since almost forever — y around. The man is going berserk
trying to nd the girl. But he nds no one.
She’s gone.
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snow outside has been replaced by a creeping sea mist, which
glides past the window in upright wisps. Like ghosts.
She’s well and truly gone, and who can blame her? But I put
the woolly hat on the windowsill where it can be seen, just in
case.
I start to tidy up, but it’s a gloomy business seeing all the
poor lost things ung around, and soon I slump down in my
armchair in a grump. It’s too late to do the job properly now
anyway. I look at the little window of my wood burner and see
that my rst log is aming merrily. Part of the deal with being
Lost-and-Founder at this place is that I get my own stove and a
few logs a day. Mr. Mollusc hates this, of course, but he has to
lump it because that’s how it was when Lady Kraken took over
the hotel, and that’s how it will always be, I guess. She says it’s to
make sure that the lost things are dry and ready to be collected,
as good as when they were found. And it means that I’m pretty
cozy down here through winter, and the re in the little window
is cheery and relaxing and . . .
“Are you going to sleep there all night?” says a voice, and I
startle awake.
The girl is sitting on the other side of the stove, the woolly
hat in her hands. She raises an eyebrow. I probably look ridiculous as I try to straighten my cap — the elastic has caught
around my ear.
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“How long have you been there?” I say, noticing that the cellar window is now tight shut.
The girl shrugs, and I get my rst proper look at her. She has
dark-brown eyes in a light-brown face and a mass of curly hair,
which is barely under control. She’s probably about the same age
as me, so twelve-ish; though, since my own age is pretty ishy,
it’s hard to be sure. Her bright eyes are quick and amused as she
watches me try to suss her out.
She’s wearing a too-big coat, and I recognize it as one of
my lost things. Her shoes are her own, but they clearly aren’t
any good for winter and are wet through. I see that the re has
burned low, so I shove another log in.
“Are you a . . . ?” I begin, but she shakes her head, so I try
again. “What about a . . . ?” But she just laughs.
“No, none of those,” she says. “I’m not a thief, and I’m certainly not a guest at this hotel.”
I probably look a bit confused, because she smiles.
“But I know who you are,” she says. “You’re Herbert Lemon,
the famous Lost-and-Founder at the Grand Nautilus Hotel.”
“Famous?”
“Well, famous to me. I’ve come hundreds of miles just to see
you, Herbert —”
“Herbie,” I say, nally giving up with the cap and taking it
off altogether.
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“Because I think you are the only person in the world who
can help me.”
“Really?” I say, scratching my head. “How come?”
“Because I’m lost,” she says. “And I’d like to be found.”
There are many strange stories about the Grand Nautilus Hotel,
but there’s one in particular that I should tell you now. It happened twelve years ago, which is several years before I came here
myself, so I’m not exactly a witness. It’s the story of a baby
found abandoned in the hotel, of parents completely vanished,
of strange lights seen from the shore, of police swarming everywhere, searching high and low. Two pairs of shoes belonging to
a man and a woman were discovered, left neatly on the harbor
wall, along with footprints in the sand, leading from the harbor
wall to the sea.
It’s a sad story.
Other prints were in the sand, too — funny-shaped markings, as if something with ippers had dragged itself out of the
water. But the tide came in before anyone could photograph
the marks properly, and that part of the story was left out of
the papers.
In fact, all this is hardly a story at all now — more a legend.
The Lost-and-Founder before me was briey involved, but a
baby isn’t exactly something you can tag and shelve in a hotel
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cellar, so she got taken away and was never heard of again.
Until now . . .
“OK, I’m going to stop you right there,” I say to the girl, because
I think I can see where this is going. “Even if you are this legendary lost baby all grown up, I really don’t see how I can help.
I do lost things. Not lost persons. You need a . . . a detective, or
something.”
“But isn’t it your job to nd the owner of lost things? How
do you do that?”
“Well, sometimes there are clues . . .”
“Exactly! Clues,” she says. “You are a detective. I’m just
another clue.”
I sit back in my chair and fold my arms.
“That’s not how it works. When I say ‘clues’ I mean labels
and name tags. I mean when someone scratches their phone
number on the underside of their suitcase. Do you have a phone
number scratched on your underside? No? Well, then . . .”
“But I do have this,” says the girl, and she reaches into her
ratty pullover and pulls out a folded postcard that she is wearing on a ribbon around her neck. She takes it off and hands it
to me.
On one side is a picture of a monkey wearing a top hat.
Or is it a chimp? Either way, it’s not your regular monkey or
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body of a sh. Printed on the
back is a series of letters and numbers.
I glance at the girl, because this is something I recognize.
But I’m not ready to tell her that yet, in case it sets off the whole
detective thing again.
“It was in my crib,” says the girl. “When they found me,
twelve years ago, in one of the rooms of this hotel. Surely you
know something about it, Herbert.”
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“Seriously, call me Herbie,” I say, handing the card back.
“Only Mr. Mollusc calls me Herbert.”
“Who’s Mr. Mollusc?”
“He’s the horrible man who will kick you out in the snow
when he nds you down here. And me too, probably.”
“Don’t you mean if he nds me?”
“Er, he’s already nearly found you once,” I say. “And thanks
to you, my cellar was trashed by a hideous man with a hook for
a hand. So I’m sticking with when, thanks.”
She looks crestfallen.
“So you won’t take my case?”
“Case? CASE?” I shake my head in disbelief. “The only cases
down here have unwashed underwear in them. You can stay here
tonight. It’s freezing outside —”
She beams.
“— but I don’t take cases, and I don’t see how I can help you.”
“My name is Violet, by the way,” she says, grabbing my hand
and waggling it up and down. “Violet Parma. And I just know
that if anyone can help me, Herbie, it’s you.”
It’s as if she hasn’t been listening to a word I said! I watch as
she slips off her ridiculously imsy shoes and props them by the
re. Outside, the snow has stopped and ice has bloomed across
the window. I want to ask her about Boat Hook Man. I want to
ask her where she’s been all these years. Then I wonder if she’s
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hungry, this Violet Parma, but by the time I open my mouth to
ask that, she’s already asleep on a pile of coats.
I’m just thinking I should maybe crash out myself — I have
a foldaway bed down here — when there’s a loud TING-TING
from up at my desk. It’s so unexpected at this time of night
that I almost jump out of my skin. I put my cap on and tiptoe
up to my cubbyhole, but there’s no one there. On the counter is
a folded note addressed to the Lost-and-Founder of the Grand
Nautilus Hotel. Or, in other words, to me.
I open the note.
Dear Herbert Lemon,
Please come to my room immediately.
Yours sincerely,
Lady Kraken
I gulp. I can’t help it. Lady Kraken summons no one to her
presence lightly. The hotel runs like a venerable and well-greased
machine, with old Mollusc supplying all the grease needed, and
then some. Every cog in that machine — from the manager himself to the most rabbit-eyed chambermaid — knows its place and
turns correctly around its particular duty.
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Or gets removed.
“Just wait till Lady Kraken hears about this,” Mr. Mollusc
said earlier.
Well, it looks as if she already has.
My hand is wobbling slightly as I put the CLOSED sign up on
my counter. I glance across Reception — empty now this late at
night — and catch sight of myself in one of the ancient mirrors.
I tug straight the front of my uniform — royal porpoise blue,
with a double row of brass buttons — and tuck as many of my
scrappy tufts under my cap as I can. I try not to think that this
might be the last time I get to wear it.
Then I set off for the hotel’s stately brass elevator.
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I’ve always wondered what’s up there. Now I suppose I’ll never
know.
Lady Kraken is almost a recluse. All her orders and requests
come down via a private elevator, and all her meals go up the
same way. In all my years here, I’ve seen her only a handful of
times, and she’s famously bad-tempered about having to get
involved with the day-to-day running of her hotel.
By now I’m at the door. I reach out a trembly hand and pull
the silken rope. I hear a chime like a ship’s bell ring out from
somewhere. Then, just as I’m wondering if I can sneak off and
pretend that no one is in, a light bulb on a brass panel beside the
door zzes on. On the bulb, in tiny curly letters, it reads:
COME IN.

And the door swings slowly open.
The immense room beyond is shrouded in dusty curtains
that cover the windows and tumble across the oor likes waves.
A conical beam of cold light, swirling with dust motes, descends
from the ceiling to a circular table in the middle of the room.
Sitting beside the table, in a gleaming bronze-and-wicker wheelchair, is an old lady in a turban. The way her wrinkly head
emerges from her sumptuous silky gown reminds me of a turtle.
She beckons me in with a motion of her clawlike hand, and the
door swings shut behind me.
“Ah, Mr. Lemon,” Lady Kraken says as I hesitate by the door.
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“Don’t just stand there like a question mark, boy. Come closer!”
As I approach, I pull my Lost-and-Founder’s cap from my
head. The elastic strap pings and nearly takes my eye out.
“Mrs., er, Lady Madame,” I say, rubbing my eye and trying
a bow.
She lets out a hoot of laughter.
“No need for all that! Come to the table, Mr. Lemon. Tell me
what you see here.”
I reach the table, which is bathed in the strange shaft of
light. It reminds me of a movie projector — only, the light is
coming straight down from above. I’m about to ask what it all
means when I gasp.
“That’s the pier!”
And sure enough, projected on the table in front of me is a
moving image of the pier at Eerie-on-Sea, seen from above. But
it’s not merely a at picture — the image is three-dimensional,
raised up off the tabletop in a structure of sparkling dust motes.
It’s a perfect model of the pier, with the black sea heaving
beneath it.
“Of course it’s the pier.” Lady Kraken cackles. “And, there,
look — Mr. Seegol is just closing up for the night.”
And it’s true. As I watch I see a tiny model of round Mr.
Seegol emerge from his sh and chip shop in the middle of the
pier, carrying a bucket. He leans out over the water, which swirls
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dark and silver. He stands there awhile, braced against the wind
as if listening for something. Then he places the bucket down in
the shadows before going back inside. In a moment, the cheery
light from Seegol’s Diner snaps out.
“Poor man,” says Lady Kraken. “Still waiting, I see.”
“But what is this?” I say, marveling at the magical diorama.
“How can we see this here, on the table?”
Lady Kraken raises one bony nger and points upward.
“It’s my cameraluna,” she explains. “In the tower. It lets me
keep up with the doings of our strange little town.”
I blink and don’t know what to say. What’s a cameraluna?
“Let us pay close attention for a moment,” says Lady Kraken,
turning a brass wheel on a black control box attached to the
arm of her chair. The model of Seegol’s Diner grows larger as
we zoom in, almost lling the tabletop. But with that it grows
fainter, too, and it’s hard to see anything clearly now. Lady
Kraken leans in closer.
“Now, what, Mr. Lemon, do you suppose that is?” And she
points her crooked nger at a patch of darkness at one side of
the pier.
I lean in closer too, wondering what I’ll see, and what’s
expected of me. The image starts to fade in and out, but then
I see it: something darker than the shadows, crouching on the
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pier. Something big. It begins walking — no, creeping — toward
the diner. It seems human, until . . .
“Is that a tail?” I gasp.
Two lamp-like orbs blink in the darkness.
“Are those eyes?”
“Then you do see it?” Lady Kraken grabs my arm. “Mr.
Lemon, tell me we’re not dreaming!”
The shape rears up, and I see rows of what could be quivering spines and something that might be a grasping claw. But
before I can be sure, the image on the table ickers, fades one last
time, and then winks out. The shaft of light from the ceiling is
extinguished and the dust motes collapse.
“Curse the clouds!” shrieks the old lady, frantically twisting
the brass wheel in both directions. But nothing happens. The
table is just an ordinary table again, with a thick layer of dust
on its surface.
It’s very dark in the room now, but there is a parafn lamp
nearby, turned low. I give a polite little cough and turn it up,
lling the room with warm light. Lady Kraken is still staring at
the table.
“Did
Did you see it, Mr. Lemon?” she says again. “Did we?”
I scratch my head.
“I saw something,” I say, “but I still don’t know how I could
see anything at all. What’s a cam — a cameraluna?”
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Lady Kraken lets go of the control wheel and narrows her
eyes, as if seeing me properly for the rst time.
“There are lenses in the tower on the roof. Special lenses.
They collect the light of the moon and project it down here.
From the tower I can see the whole town. Well, almost the
whole town . . .”
The old lady grasps the parafn lamp and holds it up. I sense
the shadows stretch up behind me as she wheels closer.
“Remind me, Mr. Lemon,” says Lady Kraken. “How long
have you been here?”
“Um. About ve minutes . . .”
“No!” Lady Kraken rolls one wizened eye (but only one).
“Don’t be a dunderbrain, boy! I mean, how long have you been
with us at the hotel?”
“Well . . .” I get my ngers out and tot up the seasons. “Five
years. Almost to the day.”
“Five years!” Lady K blinks, lowering the lantern. “Is it
really ve years already? I recall it as if it were yesterday. You
were found on the beach, were you not? Washed up in a crate of
grapefruits.”
“Um, lemons, Your Ladyness,” I correct her. “It was a crate
of lemons.”
“Ah, yes, of course. And you refused to tell anyone your
name.”
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“I couldn’t remember my name!” I blurt out. “I still can’t.”
“Yes, indeed.” Lady Kraken nods. “So we gave you one.”
I say nothing. Even I have to admit that the name Herbert
Lemon suits me somehow.
“And since no one knew what to do with you,” Lady Kraken
continues, “and since our last Lost-and-Founder had gone
missing, we gave you a job, too. I’ve always felt the post of Lostand-Founder at the Grand Nautilus Hotel is best fullled by a
child. And you were our youngest ever.”
Here comes the chopping block, I can’t help thinking.
“But I wonder, Mr. Lemon,” says Lady K, her eyes narrowing
till they are almost shut, “are you really happy here?”
I open my mouth to reply “Yes!” but nothing comes out.
Am I happy here?
I mean, happy?
My mind dances with images from the last few years — the
kind faces of the hotel staff who’ve watched over me, the regular guests who treat me with affection, the way old Mollusc’s
mustache twitches in outrage when he sees all this but can do
nothing about it. What’s not to be happy about? And, yet, there’s
that crate of lemons. And the mysterious blank in my memory
that leads up to my strange arrival in Eerie-on-Sea.
“I can honestly say, Lady Kraken,” I say eventually, “that the day
you made me Lost-and-Founder was the best day of my life . . .”
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. . . that I can remember, I add, but only in my head.
Lady Kraken breaks into a slow smile — one that spreads up
both sides of her face and makes her look more like a turtle than
ever.
“Ah, good. Then you won’t mind if I add a few little extra
tasks to your duties, will you, Mr. Lemon?”
And, of course, I have no choice but to nod in agreement.
“Because, you see,” Lady K continues, leaning in closer still
and lowering her voice, “there is one place in this town that I
can’t see with my cameraluna, and that’s inside my own hotel.
But you, Mr. Lemon — you could be my eyes and ears, could you
not? My eyes and ears, both inside the hotel and beyond. You
could be my spy?”
I nod again and manage to suppress a squeak.
“And you would tell me — wouldn’t you, Mr. Lemon? — if
something strange were to happen in the Grand Nautilus Hotel.
You wouldn’t keep secrets from me, would you, boy?”
Lady Kraken gives me a long, wrinkly stare that I swear I
can feel at the back of my skull.
“You would tell me about any strange visitors you might
have had down in your Lost-and-Foundery. A man, for example,
with a boat hook for a hand?”
“As it happens, there was someone like that . . .”
“Then it’s true!” Lady K gasps. “He has returned!”
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“He . . . he said he’d lost something.”
“Something?” Lady Kraken’s voice is a hoarse whisper
of excitement, and she grabs my arm again. “What sort of
something?”
“Well, more of a someone, actually,” I say. “A girl, he said. So
I said I don’t do people, just things, so he said . . .”
“A girl?” Lady Kraken leans back in surprise, letting go of
me. “What sort of girl?”
“Well, a lost one, I suppose . . .”
“Herbert Lemon.” Lady Kraken raises one crooked nger to
silence me. “This is important, now. Did he nd the girl?”
I look back at her. A small voice in the corner of my mind
tells me to be very careful about what I say next. And that makes
my actual reply all the more surprising.
“No,” I say. “There was no girl.”
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“There was a man who shouted at me in French,” says Violet,
taking another bite. “And a fork bounced off the wall behind me
as I ran behind a waiter, but I don’t think anyone got a good look
at me. Why?”
I groan. Monsieur De Grees, the hotel’s Belgian chef,
guards his kitchen like a fortress. And if he thinks there’s a
thief around . . .
“Do you know what a cameraluna is?” I ask, taking a cautious bite from my pastry.
Violet shakes her head.
“But you know what a spy is, right?” I say. “Just don’t let
anyone see you, OK? Things, er, things could get very serious
if you do.”
“There are spies in the hotel?” Violet’s eyes light up.
I ignore the question. I’ll be expected to open up my Lostand-Foundery soon, and already I can hear guests checking in
and out at the hotel’s reception desk, and the distant sound of
breakfast being served.
I start tidying some of the mess from yesterday, and I’m
pleased when Violet gets up to help. With the two of us working,
it’s not long before things are almost back to how they should
be in my little cellar: utter chaos, but the sort of chaos where I
more or less know where everything is, and where some proper
lost-and-foundering can be done if someone rings my bell.
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“I wonder where it is,” says Violet as we survey our handiwork. “Or where they are. They might have had more than one.”
“Where what is?” I say, straightening my cap. I’m already
struggling to keep up, and the day has barely begun.
“My parents’ suitcase,” says Violet. “Or cases. I mean, they
surely had luggage. Luggage that they would have left behind in
the room when they vanished. Well, where is it?”
It’s a good question.
I should have thought of it.
“There are hundreds of lost bags and suitcases down here,” I
say, “going back a century. I’d need to check the register.”
“Well, can you?”
“Can I what?”
“Check the register.”
I go up to my cubbyhole and lift down the big book where I,
and all Lost-and-Founders before me, have recorded everything
that has ever been handed in at the Lost-and-Foundery. I bring
it down to the cellar, open it out on the oor, and ick back to
twelve years before.
“What are the green check marks for?” asks Violet.
“That’s for when something is returned to its owner. See,
you write a description of the item in black ink, make notes in
blue if you have a lead on the owner — ”
“If you nd clues, you mean,” says Violet, but I ignore her.
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“And then check the entry off in green if it gets picked up
or returned.”
“I see. So, is there an entry for Parma? About twelve years
ago? I know I was found in December. . . .”
Violet stops talking. I’ve found the entry, describing two
suitcases and several loose items that were handed in the day
Violet’s parents vanished. The name

PARMA

is written in care-

ful letters. There are no notes in blue ink and no green check
marks. What there are, though, are hard red lines crossing out
the entire entry.
“What does that mean?” says Violet.
I ddle with my cap.
“It means . . . er . . . That is to say . . . the red lines are, um . . .”
“Herbie!”
“Well, I’m afraid it means the owners were declared dead,
and the suitcases were handed over to the next of kin. It means
your parents’ luggage isn’t here. It means someone else in your
family came to collect it.”
Violet shakes her head.
“No. No, that isn’t right. My dad has no other family. Except
my great-aunt Winniegar, of course.”
“Great-Aunt who?”
Violet makes a face.
“Great-Aunt Winniegar. She’s my guardian. But she would
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never bother with lost suitcases. Not unless she thought there
might be cash or jewels in them.”
“How do you know there wasn’t?”
“Because my dad’s a writer,” says Violet. “Great-Aunt
Winniegar said he wasted his life chasing stories instead of
money.”
“Not bothered about sentimental value, then, your great-aunt?”
The face again, only worse.
“How about your mum?” I ask. “Didn’t she have any family?”
There’s a pause.
“Violet?”
But now I cannot see Violet’s face at all — it has vanished
behind her mass of hair.
“I have no idea who my mum is,” she says eventually.
So I go quiet.
Then I see the date.
“Hey, wait, it says here that your parents’ cases were collected two years ago. But I was here then! I don’t remember that.
It’s not even my handwriting!”
“Then they must have been stolen,” says Violet. “One day, when
you were out, someone came here and took my parents’ things!”
Stolen?
From my Lost-and-Foundery!
But it’s possible. And if they were stolen, then someone who
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knows how the Lost-and-Foundery works must have done it.
I go to the shelf where the Parma suitcases should have been,
and sure enough, there’s a gap. I shove my hand deep into the
dark space between the other lost bags. My ngers nd something at the back, so I pull it out.
It’s two pairs of shoes, all tied together by the laces. Attached
to them is a neat label marked

PARMA — LOOSE FOOTWEAR.

I

bring them over and hand them to Violet.
“These belong to you now,” I say. “It’s all that’s left. I — I’m
sorry, Violet.”
Violet stares at the shoes in her arms, amazed. One pair is a
man’s brogues, well-worn and scuffed. The other is a pair of lady’s
boots — stout, ankle-length, and polished smart beneath the dust.
It’s the shoes the police found on the harbor wall after
Violet’s parents went missing.
As I watch, Violet unties the laces with trembling ngers.
Then she kicks off the imsy canvas shoes she arrived in and
slips the ankle boots onto her feet.
“Aren’t they a bit big?” I ask.
Violet shakes her head.
“My mum must have been quite small.”
For a moment I think she’s going to hide in her hair again,
but she wipes her eyes furiously.
“IS
IS quite small, I mean.”
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Then Violet snatches up the big leather register and taps the
page.
“Room 407. It says here that my parents stayed in room 407.”
“Well, yes . . .”
“I want to go there,” says Violet, shutting the book with a
thud. “I want to go there now.”
I think about saying no. I think about explaining that
sneaking Violet up to the fourth oor without being seen is
impossible — not with the chambermaids on their rounds and
Mr. Mollusc on the prowl — but one look at Violet is enough to
tell me that there’s no point.
Somehow or other, we’re going to room 407.
Five minutes later I’m lurking in my cubbyhole, waiting for the
coast to clear.
The Grand Nautilus Hotel is a strange place. In high season
it’s full of summer guests — people in shorts and shades with
sunburns, who drift around looking at everything and noticing
nothing.
But it’s not like that in the winter. In the winter, people stay
here only if they have a good reason. Or a bad one. These are the
kind of people who look at their reections in the lobby mirrors
just to see if they are being followed. Or ask to be seated where
they can see but not be seen. These are people with secrets to keep
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or secrets to uncover. These are people who notice everything.
ything
And that’s why I’ve waited till there’s no one at all in the
lobby except me and Amber Griss.
The hotel receptionist is standing as usual at her enormous mahogany desk. As I saunter over to her — all casual and
nothing’s-up-at-all — she makes a face at me that says, “I like
you, Herbie Lemon, I always have, but I’m tired of defending
you from Mr. Mollusc, so don’t try any funny business with me
today, OK?”
I have a bit of a reputation.
“Morning, Amber,” I say. “There’s some funny business
going on outside. I think you should go and see for yourself.”
“Now, Herbie . . .” Amber warns, peering over her severe
spectacles.
“No, really!” I say. “Did you hear that someone stole some
croissants from the kitchen this morning?”
“Yes, I did. Chef is furious. . . .”
“Well,” I say. “The thief is just outside, selling those croissants around the side of the hotel!”
“What?”
“I can’t do anything about it because I’m only twelve-ish, but
someone needs to before old Mollusc nds out.”
“Old Mo — ” Amber starts to say. “I mean, Mister
ister Mollusc
will go ballistic
llistic if he nds out. But I can’t just leave Reception.”
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I tug the front of my uniform straight and snap to smart
attention.
“I’ll cover the desk for a moment,” I say. “You can count on me.”
Amber looks uncertain.
So I try to look fresh-faced and dependable.
“Fine,” Amber says eventually. “Thanks, Herbie. I’ll be as
quick as I can.”
And she leaves her desk and clip-clops across the marble to
the great revolving doors, leaving me feeling triumphant and
clever and, yes, also a bit guilty.
But I can worry about that later.
I nip behind the reception desk and glance both ways.
Now I’m completely alone.
With the keys to every room in the hotel!
But just as I’m reaching for the key to room 407, something
really annoying happens.
There’s a TING
ING from the elevator. Its doors clack open and
Mr. Mollusc steps out.
Of course, he sees me immediately.
“Herbert Lemon!” He spits my name as he strides toward
me. “What are you doing there? Where’s Miss Griss?”
At this point, I could either lower my hand and try a grin,
which would almost certainly make me look more suspicious, or
I could go for a more daring approach.
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I take the key.
“I’m on important Lost-and-Founder business,” I say in my
poshest voice. “Someone has left something in room 407.”
“Sir!” Old Mollusc barks the word out.
“Er . . . sir?” I say.
“On Lost-and-Founder business, SIR!” Mollusc corrects,
going a little crimson around the edges. “You will address me as
‘sir’ on all occasions.”
“Certainly, sir.” I snap to attention again. “Not just on certain
occasions, sir, but always, sir.”
sir
“Good. Now . . .”
“Sir, sir, sir!”
“What is it?”
“Nothing. Just practicing.”
“Just practicing, SIR!” Old Mollusc is close to bursting a
blood vessel by now. A winter guest, coming out of the dining
room, looks over and frowns suspiciously.
“I will, sir. Of course, sir,” I say, backing away from behind
the desk with little bows, giving the manager enough respect
and “sirs!” for him to feel he has won out over me. “Thank you,
sir. I must be off now, sir.”
sir
And, still clutching the key — and to the sound of Amber
clip-clopping back into the lobby — I turn and run up the stairs.
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I open the window, and she darts inside, followed by a hardas-nails sea wind.
“Who?” I say. “Who could see you?”
“I don’t know,” she says, pulling her borrowed coat tight
around her and looking fearfully over her shoulder. “Anyone.”
I walk out onto the balcony and start polishing the rail with
my cuff, as though it’s my job. A few people hurry against the wind
on the cobbles below. The pier, which stretches out into the sea
ahead, is empty. The tide is in, pounding the seawall, and the wind
moans around the railings and lampposts, carrying with it a hint
of sh and chips from Seegol’s Diner. A bank of dark clouds
towers on the horizon as if it’s just waiting for the right moment
to dump a mountain of snow on the old town. I nip back inside.
“I don’t think you were seen . . .” I say, but my words trail
off as a low moan reaches us from far away, sharpening to a
monstrous shrieking roar that rolls around the distant horizon.
“What was that?” says Violet.
I close the window hurriedly and fasten the catch.
“They say it’s just the wind.”
“They say it’s just the wind?” asks Violet. “Or it is just the
wind?”
“I prefer to think it’s just the wind.” I straighten my cap.
“Don’t you?”
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But Violet doesn’t seem to be listening anymore. She is
standing in the middle of the room, looking around in wonder.
And then I remember that she’s been here before.
“I was only a baby. Yet, it feels like . . .”
“Like what?” I say.
“Oh, nothing.” She gives me a sheepish grin. “But this is the
closest I’ve been to my . . . to Mum and Dad since . . .”
“Hmm,” I say. “But that was twelve years ago. I don’t know
what you’re hoping to nd in here now.”
“Every time I rehearsed what would happen if I came back
to the hotel, Herbie, I imagined there would be luggage. Other
things that my parents had left, besides me. I imagined there
would be clues. Now it looks as if this room might be my only
chance to nd one.”
I shrug. Then I get down on the oor and start poking
around under the bed. Anything we nd here could have been
left by any of the guests who have stayed here since. But
Violet must know that already, so I don’t see any need to point
it out.
After about ve minutes of cobwebs and dust, we stop.
There’s nothing here. For a moment I wonder if we should
climb up and look in the small chandelier, but I already know
there’s nothing there either.
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“Did you look in the wardrobe?” I say.
“Twice.”
“Well, we should go, then. You’ll have to climb back down
the re escape, I’m afraid . . .”
“Climb!” says Violet, snapping her ngers. “Of course! I
didn’t look on the wardrobe.”
She grabs the spindly chair from under the tiny desk and
pulls it over to the wardrobe. In a moment, she’s teetering on
top of it in her mother’s boots, rummaging around in a cloud of
dust of her own making.
“Doesn’t anyone ever clean in this hotel?”
“There are hundreds of rooms, you know,” I say, “and, anyway, why would anyone clean up there?”
“Because of these,” says Violet, and she jumps down from
the chair. She is holding a bunch of papers and pieces of card
and things, which she spreads out on the bed. There are several
receipts, tags that have been cut off vacation clothes, a foreign
coin, two playing cards, and . . .
“Aha!” cries Violet, snatching something up in both hands.
It’s the size of a postcard and has a line of numbers and letters
printed on it. Violet cries, “Yes!” and holds it up to me. On the
back of the card is a drawing of a crooked little monkey (or is it
a chimp?) in a top hat — a monkey with a sh tail.
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In a moment, Violet has pulled out the dog-eared card that
she keeps on a ribbon around her neck. She holds them both up.
They match.
“The numbers and letters are different,” I say. “And any one
of the guests who’ve stayed here could have left that card.”
“What?” Violet looks unimpressed. “Are you saying it’s a
coincidence? That two such freaky postcards just happen to be
in the same room at the same time, and they’re not connected?
How can you say that? Unless . . .” She turns on me. “Unless you
know something about these cards.”
I straighten my cap again and meet her gaze. Almost.
“Herbie! You do know something, don’t you? You recognize
these weird monkey cards.”
“OK, OK, maybe I do,” I say a bit mumbly.
“When were you going to tell me?” Violet demands.
And I wonder again why I didn’t say something when I rst
saw the card around Violet’s neck. Then I remember it was
because I didn’t want to encourage this whole detective nonsense, that’s why. And yet here I am, the next day, stealing keys
and searching for clues and helping a secret girl climb up the re
escape. It’s probably about time I just give in and accept that I
am on a case now, whether I like it or not.
“It’s a prescription card from the Eerie Book Dispensary,” I
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say, throwing my hands up in surrender. “Most people around
here have them. It’s really nothing unusual.”
“Nothing unusual?” Violet is starting to get cross, I can tell.
“If it’s nothing unusual, why do I have no idea on earth what a . . .
a . . . what did you call it?”
“A prescription card,” I say. “From the Eerie Book Dispensary.”
“Why do I have no idea what that even is?”
“You know how people go to see a doctor to get medicine?” I
say. “Well, this is the same, only with books. The stories are like
the medicine, see?”
But I can tell from Violet’s face that she doesn’t.
“You know,” I say, scooping up the rubbish from the bed and
icking the coin to Violet. “I think it would be best if I took you
there to see for yourself.”
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“It’s not far,” I shout back, and we start to climb a narrow
lane of steps, heading deeper into the town.
“Can’t see if we’re being followed,” Violet calls, looking
back, “in this weather.”
I look back, too, and for a moment it seems as if there is
someone there. We both stop, squinting into the snow. Was that
a shadow stepping back into a doorway? There are a few people
around, hurrying against the wind.
“It’s nothing,” I say, almost convincing myself. “Mustn’t get
paranoid.”
But I can’t stop myself from glancing up at the hotel tower,
still visible over the rooftops behind us. Does Lady Kraken’s
cameraluna work by daylight, too?
We come out into a square with a bronze dolphin statue in
its center. We cross it and nd ourselves standing outside a large
shop window, bathed in its warm light. Something grotesque
leers out at us. It’s the mermonkey, looking just as ugly as the
drawing on the postcard, sitting on a great, peeling circus pedestal and grinning down from behind an ancient black typewriter.
“It’s real?” says Violet.
“Well . . .” I shrug. “There’s real, and then there’s really real,
isn’t there?”
“The Eerie Book Dispensary.” Violet reads the painted letters
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from the window. Then, before she can say anything else, there’s
a DING, and the door of the shop opens.
A tall, handsome man with dark gray-speckled hair steps
out and pulls his jacket lapels up against the weather. He stops
a moment as he sees us, and pauses. It looks as if he’s about to
say something, but then he just gives a small nod before striding
away across the square.
“Is that the owner?” says Violet. “He looks . . . booky.”
“Not exactly,” I say. “That was Sebastian Eels. You’ve probably heard of him. He’s an author and a bit of a local celebrity.
He’s a bit full of himself, too, if you ask me.”
“You’re not being rude about my customers, are you, Herbie?”
says a Scottish voice I know well. A woman with tumbling red
hair and a green dress is leaning out of the doorway, pulling a
shawl around herself.
“Sorry, Mrs. Hanniver. We were just coming to see you,” I
say, though I notice Violet is still staring after Sebastian Eels
with an odd look on her face.
“Well, come and see me a bit faster, then, and close the door
behind you,” says Mrs. Hanniver. “It’s as cold as Neptune out
there.”
Inside the shop a cheery re blazes in a black marble replace.
We shufe out of our borrowed coats.
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“So, Herbie Lemon. Has someone lost something in my dispensary? And is this, perhaps, the girl who lost it?”
“Not exactly,” I say, holding my hands to the re. “This is
Violet. Violet, meet Jenny Hanniver. She owns this place.”
Violet says hello, but she’s distracted, gazing around the
shop in amazement. I remember how it felt to visit the Eerie
Book Dispensary for the rst time, and to see the sagging oorto-ceiling shelves — color-coded and stuffed with all manner of
books, seemingly in no order at all. I can remember the book I
got, too, but that’s another story. . . .
“Ah, Violet,” says Jenny Hanniver.
“I see that Erwin likes you.”
I look down and, sure
enough, the dispensary’s
cat, Erwin, is curling
himself around Violet’s
legs.

Mrs.

Hanniver

scoops him up, a mass
of snow-white fur and
two ice-blue eyes in
her arms.
“A good sign. Cats
can always tell.”

